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Introduction 
 
PicEngrave Pro 6 (PEP6) will convert several different digital image formats into gcode for raster1 engraving the images in 
wood, acrylics (such as DuPont™ Corian® ), leather, painted surfaces, and many other materials that can be engraved with 
cnc machines, both rotary spindle and lasers. 
 
PEP6 will scan a digital image file line-by-line (much like a flatbed scanner scans a paper image), and converts the 
colors/gray shades of an image's pixels2 into gcode depth values.  It is usually a slower process than vector3 gcode 
methods, but raster conversion will reproduce far greater detail than vector methods will. 
 
PEP6 will not produce vector-type gcode files.  
 
It is hoped that this document will provide a starting point for those just beginning to engrave images with their cnc 
machines.  There are many engraving parameters (such as wood, machine accuracy, machine speed, original image details, 
laser power, etc.) that can have an influence on a user's engraving.  Many of these can not be automatically determined by 
any software algorithms, so some trial and error must be expected when first starting out with cnc engraving. 

                                                 
1  :  a scan pattern (as of the electron beam in a cathode-ray tube) in which an area is scanned from side to side in 

lines from top to bottom . . . - Merriam-Webster 2016  
2  : any one of the very small dots that together form the picture on a television screen, computer monitor, etc. - 

Merriam-Webster 2016 
3  :  a quantity that has magnitude and direction and that is commonly represented by a directed line segment whose 

length represents the magnitude and whose orientation in space represents the direction; . . . - Merriam-Webster 2016 
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Starting Out 

 
Start PicEngrave Pro 6 (PEP6), and the opening screen displays. Click the 'Begin' button. 
 

 
 

Click the ‘Select Image’ button. 
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Select an image, click the ‘Open’ button at the bottom of the file window. 

 

 
The next screen displays the image, the image info, and the final size of the engraved image. 
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Click on the 'Show Settings' button to review/change the program's parameter and option settings. 
After editing/reviewing the settings, click the 'Save and Close' button to save your changes.  
  

 
 
Clicking either of the 'Hide Settings' or the 'Close Settings' buttons will allow the edited setting to be used only for                                   
the current program operations, and displays the previous screen. 
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If you have selected the ‘Ellipse’ or ‘Crop’ options on the 'Settings' screen, a set of adjustment sliders will now appear 
below the image.  Adjust these sliders to select the area of the image that will be used to generate a gcode file. 
 

 
 
Click on the 'Load Image' button to proceed, and a 'Generate Gcode' button will appear.  At this point, you can still select a 
different image, or change engraving parameters.  To proceed with the current image, click the 'Generate Gcode' button. 
After a short time interval, a 'Save Gcode' button will appear.  Click it to proceed.  You can then either enter a file name for 
the gcode file, or accept the default name. 
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As the gcode file is saving, a series of colored lines will scroll down the image. 
 

 
 

When then file finishes saving, click the 'OK' complete, and you can either 'EXIT' PEP6, or select another image to convert. 
Click on the 'Show Settings' button to review/change the program's parameter and option settings. 
After editing/reviewing the settings, click the 'Save and Close' button to save your changes.   
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Editing Images 
 

Image Selection and Preparation 
PEP6 has some basic editing features to allow you to adjust your images to improve your engravings.  There are many good 
programs available with additional editing features should you desire to do more than is possible with PEP6's features.  
Two of our favorite free photo editors are: GIMP: https://www.gimp.org/ , and: Irfanview: https://www.irfanview.com/ . 
When editing an image for engraving, some experimentation may be needed for best results.  Color images can be viewed 
in gray scale by selecting the 'View Gray Scale' check box.   
This will assist you in more closely judging what your final engraved image will look like. 
 
Hint: Some images, especially those scanned from a print or film, may exhibit small 'white' spots randomly scattered 
throughout the image.  These are usually caused by dust on the surface of the scanner glass, and/or scratches and other 
damage in the original print.  If you are engraving lithophanes, these 'white' spots will be magnified by the size and shape 
of your engraving bit.  For better results, they should be retouched using your favorite image editor's tools before you 
proceed to generate a gcode file.  Using sharp pointed engraving bits with shallow angles (less than 30°) can help to 
minimize this issue with lithophanes. 
 
Clicking the 'Edit Image' button opens a sub-program where you can select an image and either change its color properties 
or dither it before generating a gcode file.  When you have finished editing, save the edited image to your computer, then 
'EXIT', and 'OPEN' the newly edited image in the main program. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.gimp.org/
http://www.irfanview.com/
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Image Resizing 
 

Images must frequently be resized for engraving purposes.  In PEP6, images can be resized with three different options: 
1 – number of pixels wide and high ('Pixels' option) 
2 – by percent of original size ('Percent' option) 
3 – by inches or millimeters ('Auto' option) 
 
Selection of the 'Auto' option makes it much easier to set an image to the exact size (in pixels) so the final engraved size 
will be the size you want to engrave. 
 
The Pixel Resolution sets the step over & Step Ahead in the Gcode file, so the same Pixel Resolution setting must be used 
on the main PEP6 settings screen as used when resizing with the 'Auto' option. 
 
To use it, simply enter the pixel size in the 'Pixel Resolution (Size):' box that you will be using to generate a gcode file, and 
adjust the 'Width' and 'Height' values until the 'Engraving Size' matches the size you want. 
 

Image Dithering 
 

Dithering is a process whereby each individual pixel of a digital image is scanned and converted to one of two colors4, using 
a mathematical algorithm.  Simply stated, dithering of digital images can be compared to the half-tone process long used 
for print media. 
 
Different dithering algorithms have been published, and while all will process a digital image in a similar manner, each will 
produce a different result.  Experimentation of which to use with a specific image is needed.  The Model image below has 
been dithered with arguably the most popular algorithms. Colors used are usually black and white, although any 
combination of two colors could be used.  PEP6 uses only black and white. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 
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Color, Grayscale & Dithering Examples 
 

Original Color:                                                    Grayscale:                                                         Threshold: 

               
Floyd-Steinberg:                                                 False Floyd-Steinberg:                                   Two-row Sierra: 

               
Burkes:                                                                Jarvice, Judice and Ninke:                             Stucki: 
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Sierra:                                                                  Sierra Lite:                                                         Random Black & White (Adjustable) 

                    
 
                                                                                Atkinson (Adjustable) 
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Dithering Tips 
 
1. Use caution if re-sizing a dithered image.  The re-sizing algorithms used by many graphic manipulation programs can 

introduce undesirable visual artifacts and banding.  It is advisable to  re-size a copy of the original image first before 
dithering. 

2. After dithering, if the dithered image is too dark, appropriately adjust the brightness, contrast, and/or gamma of the 
original image (before dithering), and re-dither. 

3. For a better view of your dithered images, proof print them at 100% scale using an ink jet printer. Most laser printers 
and video monitors will not display an accurate representation of dithered images. 

4. To avoid compression artifacts, dithered images must be saved in an uncompressed (BMP or TIFF) file format. 

5.     Dithering time will be greater for larger images. 
 
6.     ‘Random Black White’ (As the name implies, the Random dither should not repeat a pattern.) 

7.     ‘Atkinson (Adjustable)’ (As the name implies, the Error Constant is adjustable)  

Adding Text to an Image 

Text can be added to an image in another sub-program by clicking the 'Add Text' button on the main starting screen. 
 
Adjust the sliders on the right and bottom edges of the image to position your text, then click the 'Add Text' button above 
the image.  Move the sliders to preview the added text.  IF OK, then save and exit, else, click 'Select Image' and redo. 
 
This short tutorial covers the basic operation of PEP6.  Please don't hesitate to experiment.  Use Mach3 (or whatever gcode 
preview software you prefer) to view your results before beginning actual engraving operations. Most gcode preview 
programs will not give any depth or visuals of S command laser power commands.  Be sure to read the Instructions in the 
Help menu for additional information. 
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Initial Program Settings 
 
Setting image engraving options and values is highly dependent upon each user ’s cnc machine, operation, and material 
being engraved.  The following screen shots can be used to initially setup PEP6 with conservative settings to produce gcode 
for each engraving mode.  As experience is gained with the engraving mode selected, engraving options and values can be 
added or changed as needed to obtain satisfactory results.  The setting examples are in Imperial units, so when Metric is 
selected and used, the Feed Rates, Pixel Resolution and min/max depths (except S PWM min/max values) must be 
converted and input for Metric units. Help is readily available by contacting us at: https://tinyurl.com/ybj6wlg6 
 

Spindle Engraving (wood) 
 
Example settings shown are for Mach3 or similar CNC controllers. The ‘Feed Rate Change’ will slow down the feed rate in 
deeper depth cutting areas to reduce the chip load when using smaller cutting tools to reduce the risk of bit breakage. This 
applies for Wood & Lithophane engraving. ‘Engrave Edge’ will ramp down your cutting tool in 5 passes to full depth for 
relieving the border area.  
 
Grbl CNC controller setting changes. 
 
1.   Un-select ‘Insert G61/G64‘. 
2.   Select ‘End w/G28’ if you want the gcode file to end with a G28 command. 
3.   Change the ‘Start Comments’ to a ( character and input a ) character for the ‘End Comments‘. 
4.   Change the ‘File Extension‘. This setting requires three letters, so type in nc & add a Space afterwards.    
5.   When controlling a Spindle to come on (or spindle on & RPM) using a S command PWM value, add S & the value into 
the Precode. The M03/M05 in the gcode file will enable/disable the PWM to turn it on/off. 
 

 
 

https://tinyurl.com/ybj6wlg6
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Spindle Engraving (Lithophane) 
 
If Horizontal or Vertical 2x Engraving Angle is selected instead, the axis step over in the gcode file will be half of the Pixel 
Resolution (PR) setting, but the step ahead will be same as the PR. 

 
Grbl CNC controller setting changes are on Page 11.  
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Analog/PWM Laser Engraving  
 
Settings shown are for Mach3 (or similar CNC controllers) when using a DAC or MA3 encoder for Laser modulation. The 3rd 
axis letters can be set to a Z, A, B or C.  
 
Mirrors: The image must be Flipped ‘Flip Image’ and the ‘Negative Colors’ selected. 

 
A gallery of our laser photo engravings can viewed here: https://tinyurl.com/yaf4tank 
 
Grbl CNC controller setting changes are on Page 12. 
  
Addition for GRBL  
1.  The ‘Min/Max 3rd Axis Depth’ setting values should be within a 0-255 range for PWM Laser power control.  
2.  Change the “3rd Axis Letter” in the “Gcode Options” to a S for PWM Laser power control.  
 
The best version of grbl to use for laser engraving grayscale, or B&W logos/images, can be downloaded from here: 
 https://tinyurl.com/y8vfxay6 This is a MultiMode version of grbl 1.0c which works very good with both Spindle or Laser 
gcode files. 

 

 
 

https://tinyurl.com/yaf4tank
https://tinyurl.com/y8vfxay6
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Mach3 TTL Laser Engraving 
 
Dithered images must be used with this profile. 
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VFR (Variable Feed Rate) Laser Engraving Wood 
 
Settings shown are for Mach3, or similar CNC controllers. This profile is for Laser engraving grayscale using a Continuous  
Wave (CW) Laser. A axis direction pin can be used to activate/deactivate a TTL driver with the Z axis values as shown in the 
“Laser VFR Control Commands“ to switch the laser on/off. A, B or C axis control letters can be used instead if setup 
properly.   
 
Mirrors: The image must be Flipped ‘Flip Image’ and the ‘Negative Colors’ selected. 
 
GRBL CNC controller setting changes are on Page 11. 
  
Addition for GRBL  
A S255 value command needs to be input into the ‘Engraving Power Control’ so it will send the PWM high (5v) for your TTL 
Driver & Laser to turn on. A S0 in the ‘Min. Power Level Command’ will turn it off. 
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J-Tech 3D Printer Laser Code  
 
Select ‘End w/G28’ if you want the gcode file to end with a G28 command. 
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Dot Pix Laser 
 
Mach3 does not work well with this profile because of it’s poor handling of the G4 dwell commands. Other CNC controllers 
may work, but we have only done successful testing with grbl. 
 
With GRBL, it’s recommended to use the MultiMode grbl 1.0c linked on Page 13. It’s the only version of grbl that has a 
1ms floor & 1ms incremental dwell. The dwell setting in the Dot Pix Laser profile allows you to set a 0 to 1 sec dwell time 
in 1ms increments. This will allow you to do Halftone (burnt dots) image engraving with grayscale or Dithered Black & 
White images. It will automatically skip repeated Pure White shades (or Pure Black shades if ‘Negative Colors’ is selected), 
so it does not stop to dwell in those axis position moves.   
 
This profile can allow you to achieve 3D laser engraving results by it’s cutting/whittling action in wood. The dwells and 
varied laser power from a grayscale image will cut to varied depths. A Depth Map image is recommended for 3D laser 
engraving. 
 
WARNING: Always monitor progress of your laser engravings as you should with any laser engraving processes. Do not 
edit the dwell times in the gcode file to exceed 1 sec. A fire hazard could occur!!  
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Dot Pix Spindle 
 
Settings shown are for Mach3 (or similar CNC controllers) using a 60D V-bit. More information and results can be seen 
here:  
https://tinyurl.com/y933bh6u 
 
GRBL CNC controller setting changes are on Page 11. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://tinyurl.com/y933bh6u
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Impact 
 
This profile can be setup many ways for impacting images on Aluminum, Brass, ect. using a sharp pointed diamond or 
Carbide tool mounted in a solenoid or non rotating spindle.  
 
Settings shown are for Mach3 or similar CNC controllers. A Z, A, B or C ‘3rd Axis Letter’ can be selected. 
 
GRBL CNC controller setting changes are on Page 11. 
 
The letter S can not be used as the ‘3rd Axis Letter’ for grbl. 
 
With grbl, do not include the S command in the Precode when using a Spindle and the Z axis to Impact. The Spindle 
must not come on with the Impacting process. 
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Settings & Features Descriptions 
 

Loading an Image 
With an image displayed on screen, clicking the 'Load Image' button will load the file into your computer's memory for 
conversion to gcode. 
 
Generating Gcode 
After an image has been loaded, a 'Generate Gcode' button will appear.  When clicked, this button begins the actual 
generation of the gcode file.  The 'Generate Gcode' button will disappear at the end of this process.  You may still repeat 
the image selection process, or proceed to the next step. 
Please Note:  In some modes, PEP6 will optimize the gcode to eliminate some unneeded gcode lines where the 3rd axis (Z) 
depth is not changing.  This is accomplished by the use of a proprietary and unique gcode generation algorithm that will 
not reduce the resolution of your final engraved images.  The final gcode can be significantly smaller (depending upon the 
initial image) and will run faster than gcode produced by some competing programs.  This optimization will be done with a 
different algorithm if laser engraving gcode is being generated. 

 
Saving a Gcode File 
When the 'Save Gcode' button appears, clicking it will generate and save a gcode file to a folder on your computer.  PEP6 
will not overwrite a previous file of the same name without warning. 
'File Extension' should be changed to suit your CNC controller gcode file naming requirements.  The name of the gcode file 
can be entered when you save a gcode file. 
'Gcode Directory’ is used to determine where the gcode file will be saved on your computer.  If the file directory does not 
exist, it will be created by your MS Windows operating system when you save the gcode. 
 
Program Configuration Settings 
When visible, the 'Show (Hide) Settings' button will allow you to select or change picture engraving parameters.  Settings 
may be changed at any time until the 'Generate Gcode' button appears. 
 
Engraving Profiles 
PEP6 allows you to save your customized configuration settings in different profiles for later reuse.  The profiles are saved 
on your computer as plain text files with a file extension of '.ini'.  When a profile is selected, the last settings saved for that 
profile will be automatically loaded and displayed, and used to setup and generate a gcode file.  After changing any setting, 
the profile is updated by clicking on the 'Save Settings' button.  If you change any settings, but do not wish to change the 
previously saved profile, click on the 'Hide Settings' or the 'Close' button, and the profile will not be saved to your 
computer, but the changed settings will be still used to generate the gcode for the current session.  Selecting a profile will 
display the setting option that are available for setting up that particular profile, and will hide those settings that cannot be 
used. 

 
A profile can also be saved for later reuse.  A 'Custom Profile' would be one that you have set up for a specific engraving 
job, or a specific material, that you may want to reuse later.  You can save them with a unique, descriptive, file name of 
your choosing that will make it easier to recall/reload later without having to rely on memory or a notebook. 
 
Spindle: Used for image engraving with a rotating cutting bit. 
Analog/PWM: For Lasers controlled with a DAC, MA3 encoder, or with a PWM signal from grbl controllers. 
Dot Pix Laser: For Halftone picture engraving with a laser, or 3D laser engraving using settable dwells. 
VFR Laser: For 'gray scale' engraving with a Continuous Wave (CW) powered Laser. 
Mach3 TTL: For Mach3 laser engraving using M10P/M11P output control commands. 
Dot Pix Spindle: For Halftone tool plunge engraving 
3D Laser: For 3D printers equipped with J-Tech laser units. 
Impact: For impacting images in metals with a sharp point tool using a spindle or solenoid. 
 
CAUTION: Manual editing of saved profiles may cause PEP6 to malfunction. 
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Gcode Setup 
 

International Windows users - Please Note: 
Numerical setting values input with a "," for a decimal separator character will be automatically converted to display 
and use a "." to conform to gcode standards. 
 
'Metric Mode' 
Enabling this option by clicking on it clears all settings and sets up PEP6 to use metric units.  If you accidentally clicked this 
option, do not click the 'Save and Close' button; just click on the metric option again to deselect it, then click on the profile 
option you want to use, and your previously saved settings will be reloaded. 

 
'Feed Rate’  
Enter a number that is suitable for your machine and the material you are engraving.  When first beginning image 
engraving, start out with a low feed rate until you see how your machine responds to engraving operations, and then 
increase the rate until you achieve acceptable engraving results. 

 
 

'Pixel Resolution' 
This determines the final size of your engraved images.  It is the distance that the X and Y axes will move between adjacent 
pixels and scan lines.  PEP6's default resolution for all images is 0.010 inch / 0.254 mm.  If you use this default value, your 
engraved image will be the same size as your original image.  If you enter a larger or smaller value, your final engraved 
image size will be proportionally larger or smaller than the original size.  Pixel resolution should not be used to adjust an 
engraved image's size.  It should be set to a value that engraves with the best results.  Adjusting the size of an engraved 
image is best done using PEP6's Edit Image feature. 
 
Note: It is not necessary to adjust the DPI of your original images with an image editor in order to use them in PEP6. 

 
'Max. 3rd Axis Depth' 
This sets how deep the color black will be engraved for spindle engraving (maximum Z depth), or how dark (maximum 
power level) for laser engraving.  If the 'Lithophane Gcode' / 'Negative Colors' option is selected, then the color white will 
be the deepest or darkest. 
The correct setting for engraving will vary depending upon the engraved material, bit type and size, and other engraving 
and machine setting parameters.  For most spindle engravings, this setting will be a negative number.  For laser engraving 
with a PWM signal, this setting will be a positive value.  Experimentation is needed to determine what works best for your 
specific engraving. 

 
'Min. 3rd Axis Depth’ 
This setting determines how shallow the color white will be engraved for spindle engraving, or how light for laser 
engraving.  If the 'Lithophane Gcode' / 'Negative Colors' option is selected, then the color black will be the shallowest or 
lightest.  In some cases, this setting will be a negative number that is less (not lower) than the ‘Max. 3rd Axis Depth’ value.  
In this way it can be used to compensate for surface height variations of the material being engraved. 
Note: spindle engraving depths are commonly negative with reference to the top material surface for spindle engraving, 
and positive for laser engraving. 

 
'3rd Axis (Z) Safe Position' 
This value should be set so the tool bit will clear the upper surface of your work piece, and any fixture clamps or other 
obstructions that might be in a spindle's path.  For laser engraving it is usually set to 0.0.'X Start Position' and 'Y Start 
Position' The offset of an image's bottom left edge from the bottom left edge of the work material. 

 
'X Start Position' and 'Y Start Position' 
These settings are the distances (offsets) that the bottom left of an image will be from the work zero position.  They can be 
either positive or negative values.   
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Gcode Options 
 

'Insert G61/64' 
For Mach3, this insert a G61 in the gcode file to set Mach3 to Exact Stop mode for engraving a straight sided edge.  This 
will minimize the rounding of edge corners sometime caused by Mach3's CV function.  After the edge gcode lines, a G64 
will be inserted to enable CV mode.  Using CV mode during actual image engraving will reduce engraving time and smooths 
out machine movements.  This option will not be available for some engraving options. 

 
'Spindle On/Off' 
This inserts M03 and M05 commands to actuate a spindle control relay or a laser enable output signal. 

 
'Include Comments in Gcode' 
This inserts key engraving parameters and options at the beginning of each gcode file for future reference. 
 
'End w/ G28'  
This inserts a G28 command as the last command in a gcode file.  It is used by some GRBL controllers in place of M30.  
Refer to appropriate documentation for your controller software. 
 
'Axis Letters'  
May be set to your choice of 'A', 'B', 'C', 'F', 'S', 'X', 'Y', or 'Z', depending upon the engraving profile and other options you 
have chosen. 
 
'Initial Image Zero'  
Sets either the bottom left, or the center, of your image as the initial X0/Y0 starting point for the gcode.  This will 
correspond to the point on your machine working surface where you have pre-set the spindle/laser zero point. 
 
Note: If you set this option to 'Center' and have your machine's X/Y zero position referenced to the bottom left edge of 
your work material, only a part (¼) of your engraving will be engraved on the material. 
 
'Precode' and 'Postcode'  
These buttons allow the inclusion of specific gcodes that may be required for your controller program to operate properly.  
Click on the buttons to manually enter your codes.  When the 'Close' button is clicked, your codes will be saved to a file for 
use each time a gcode file is generated. 
 
“Engraving Angles’ 
These options determine the path angle your spindle or laser will traverse while engraving an image.  Some angles are not 
available for some engraving profiles.  When allowable, the 'Left - 45°', 'Right - 45°', 'Horizontal', and 'Vertical' angles may 
all be selected (or any combination of them) at the same time.  Selecting more than one of these options will increase both 
the size of the gcode file and the total engraving time, but doing so may also improve your image's engraved quality.   
 
'Horizontal 2X' and 'Vertical 2X' 
These angle options double the number of engraved lines for a finer engraving resolution, without affecting the finished 
engraved image size.  As an example, if the 'Pixel Resolution' is set to 0.01 inch, then the 2X angle options will engrave an 
image with a line-to-line spacing of 0.005 inches while maintaining a pixel-to-pixel spacing on each line at 0.01 inches.  This 
can be especially useful to improve the engraved quality and detail of Lithophanes. 
 
'Engrave Ellipse'  
Will allow you to select an image area to engrave with an elliptical, or circular, shape that you size and position with slider 
controls.  All of the image pixels that are outside the selected area will be ignored when the gcode is generated.  The X0/Y0 
reference point of the gcode will be set to the left side and bottom edge intersection point of the ellipse if the 'Initial 
Image Zero' option is set to the 'Lower Left' of the image, and will be centered within the ellipse if the 'Center' option is 
selected. 
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'Ellipse Edge' 
When selected, this will engrave an elliptical border (edge) to the 'Max. 3rd Axis Depth' if the 'Rotary Spindle' engraving 
profile is selected.  It is not used with laser profiles. 
 
'Engrave Edge' 
Engraves an edge around the perimeter of rectangular images to a depth corresponding to the 'Max. 3rd Axis Depth' 
value, and at the width of the engraving bit.  Using this option can help reduce cutting forces on a bit when engraving 
starts, and reduces the jagged appearance sometimes caused by the bit around the perimeter of an engraving, especially 
when engraving Lithophanes.  Edges are engraved in five passes, each of increasing depth, until the 'Max. 3rd Axis Depth' 
is reached.  This option is only usable for rotary spindle engraving. 
 
'Crop Image' 
Similar to the 'Engrave Ellipse' option except that it is used to crop (cut out) a straight sided area from an image. 
 
'Edge FR' 
This is the spindle engraving feed rate used for edges to minimize cutting stresses and bit breakage.  This feature is set 
separately for spindle and laser engraving. 
 
'Skip White Bkgnd/Skip Repeating White Colors',  
This option generates fewer gcode lines for solid white image areas, reducing engraving times. 
 
'Lithophane Gcode/Reverse Colors'  
Reverses the depth of cut for light and dark image pixels for lithophanes and mirrors, which are usually engraved as 
negative images on the work material's back surface. 
 
'Use Feed Rate Change'   
This is a unique feature originally developed for PEP5.  It adds a feed rate to each line, and can be used with both spindle 
and laser engraving.  With spindle engraving, it reduces bit cutting forces as the cut depth increases, minimizing breakage 
of fragile bits.  With laser engravers it improves image contrast.   
 
'% Feed Rate Change'  
This value should normally be between 10% and 40% for laser engraving of most wood types.  Some experimentation will 
be needed to determine the best value to use. 
 
'Extended Edge' 
When laser diodes are used at high feed rates, abrupt axis direction changes at image edges can cause machine vibrations 
to deflect the laser beam at the edges of images, burning pixels out-of-alignment.  This option will reduce machine feed 
rate, set power to the laser to its minimum value, and "extend" the axis travel past the image edge before reversing 
direction.  Be sure to allow for the additional tool travel distances when placing work pieces on the machine table.  Enter a 
value for the 'Extended Edge FR' that is lower than the engraving 'Feed Rate'. 
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Laser Options 
 

TTL Laser Gcode (pulse on/off)  
Use a 1bit dithered image to ensure there are pure Black & White shades with no grays with Mach3 or grbl. Refer to the 
section on Page 8 for a more detailed explanation of image dithering. The Min 3rd Axis Depth’ setting and the ‘Max 3rd Axis 
Depth’ setting values should at the full range that your laser driver requires to turn it on/off (pulse). 
 
As the laser scans across a dithered image, it will either be at reduced power, or fully off, for all white pixels, and fully on at 
its preset power for all black pixels.  TTL mode is useful for some materials which burn so easily as to not be able to show 
well defined shades.  This mode does not require an analog laser driver, so a TTL only driver can be used with good results.  
 
'Rapid Retract Height',  
This is useful when set to a positive number when using a spindle engraver, and with rotary encoders for laser engraving.  
Normally it should be left set to 0. 
 
'Laser Edge'  
This engraves an outline around an image perimeter at the feed rate set by the 'Laser Feed Rate' value, before engraving 
the image.  If the 'Width in Pixels' is set to other than 1, additional passes will be made around an edge, each offset 1 pixel 
inward from the previous pass at the Pixel Resolution setting distance. 
 
'Laser Edge Power Command'   
Enter the gcode command with a value that your system uses to set the laser to a desired power level.  Examples: Z-.0255 / 
S255. 
 
'Laser VFR Power Control Commands'  
Sets the minimum and maximum laser power commands to engrave images with gray shades using a variable feed rate 
instead using of a variable laser power.  VFR mode is useful for engraving mirrors with gray shades, and also for engraving 
gray shades with a TTL (on/off only) laser controller. 
 
To setup for VFR engraving, enter a gcode letter and power level value in both 'Engraving Power Command' (ex. S255) and 
'Min. Power Level Command' (ex. S0).  In the Gcode Setup box, enter feed rate values (do not include the F letter 
command) for 'White Color FR' and 'Black Color FR'. 
 
‘Laser Dwell (seconds)’ 
Settable dwells for pausing at each axis move position.  
 

 
Special Options 

 
'Align X/Y Axes'   
PEP6 produces gcode that engraves images bidirectionally.  Machines with excessive backlash may not engrave images 
well.  To improve engraving, 'Align X/Y Axes' sets a limited offset value for either X or Y movements in one movement 
direction, thus aligning the pixels more accurately.  Once set for a particular machine and other engraving options, the 
settings will remain in use for every image until changed. 
 
To set, engrave a small dithered image using the TTL profile and adjust the correct axis offset by trial and error as 
determined by observing the placement of the dithered points (pixels) in the image.  Use only one option at a time. 
 
'Rotary Axis Setup'   
When enabled, gcode will be generated for engraving on cylinders with a 4th axis rotary attachment.  This option will only 
be available if the 'Horizontal' engraving angle is selected, and only with an "A" for the axis letter.  This option has been 
developed with Mach3, and may not work with other control software. 
 
 
‘Mach3 TTL Port’ 
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Use M11Px for 'Laser On Command' and M10Px for 'Laser Off Command', where “x” represents the port number for 
output signals, usually a “1”. 

 
'Save and Close' and 'Close Settings'  buttons 
The 'Save and Close' button updates all of your preferred settings to a configuration file on your computer that is 
automatically loaded for reuse each time the program starts up, and then exits the settings screen.  'The 'Close Settings' 
button exits the settings screen without saving a configuration setup to a file. 
CAUTION:  Saved configuration files (with a “.ini” file extension) should not be manually edited with a text editor. 
 
'File Extension' 
Enter three letters for the gcode file extension.  Do not include the ”.”, and for two letter extensions enter the two letters 
followed by the “space”.  Improper entries will not be accepted. 

 
'Gcode Directory' 
Select the directory where gcode files are saved. 
 
Edit Image Button (on the main screen) 
This button opens a PEP6 feature that can be used to reduce or increase the size of an image, change its aspect (width-to-
height ratio), and adjust its sharpness, brightness, contrast and gamma properties.  Images can also be dithered. 
After making editing changes, images will need to be saved on your computer, and then selected in the main PEP6 screen 
to generate gcode.  It is not necessary to first select an image in PEP5 in order to use the editing feature, however; if an 
image has first been selected in the PEP5 screen, and then also edited and saved, it will be necessary to then reselect it in 
the PEP5 screen. 
 
Add Text (on the main screen) 
This button opens a feature that is used to embed a single line of text in an image.  For multi-line text, each line must be 
separately embedded in the image. 
Hint: For best results, add text only after all other editing is completed. 

 
Gray Curve (on the main screen) 
This slider control will lighten the mid-range gray shades in an image.  It is useful to compensate for the burning 
characteristics of some woods and other materials to over-burn, creating darker engravings.  The higher the value set on 
the slider control, the greater the lightening effect. On large images it may take a few minutes to finish. This must be set by 
trial and error. 
   
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
PicEngrave Pro 6 is frequently updated and features are added as new methods of image engraving are developed, 
especially using laser diodes.  The version of PEP6 that is currently available may not exactly correspond to the screen 
images in this tutorial, but using this tutorial as a guide should help get you close.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us 
through our web site if you have questions not covered here, or in the other usage documents supplied.  Licensed users of 
our programs are invited to join our forum at: https://www.picengrave.com/forum 
 
Thank You, 
John Champlain and Jeff Woodcock 
https://www.picengrave.com 

https://www.picengrave.com/forum
https://www.picengrave.com/

